AWS solutions make remote work
and learning both secure and easy
to implement

With the help of Stratus10, your government agencies, educational institutions,
and nonprofit organizations can easily move to the AWS Cloud for remote work
Maintaining business and organizational productivity can be difficult when operations are forced to move to a remote environment.
With Amazon Web Services (AWS) applications like WorkSpaces, Amazon AppStream 2.0, and Amazon Connect, organizations can give
virtual desktops to employees, stream virtually to students, and set up contact centers with remote locations. Stratus10 and AWS work
together to bring you the best strategy for remote working.

Benefits of AWS remote working

Scalability

Security

Pay as you go

The AWS Cloud allows organizations
to scale their resources without the
need of any hardware inventory.

Solutions like Amazon WorkSpaces help
to keep data secure by providing storage
to users in the AWS Cloud and avoiding
the storage of your organization’s data
on local devices.

Depending on the demand of your
remote working needs, these AWS
tools are all based on a usage model
and help to reduce costs as you scale.

About Stratus10
Stratus10 is a certified Cloud Solutions Provider and Service Integrator with a passion for technology and decades of experience
in Software Engineering, IT, and Amazon Web Services (AWS). We specialize in helping clients successfully migrate and manage
their infrastructure on AWS by designing and building highly scalable and cost-effective cloud solutions for their businesses.
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Six AWS solutions that will transform remote work for your organization
With AWS remote solutions, you can tackle business challenges like communication and collaboration, customer service, and access
to applications for all the right audiences. Amazon WorkSpaces and Client VPN give remote desktop access with secure network and
cloud storage to scale up, while AppStream 2.0 allows for users to stream content from anywhere. Tools like Amazon WorkDocs
and Amazon Chime help to foster easy collaboration and communication with a pay-for-what-you-use model. When it comes to
customer service, Amazon Connect has been the best tool to set up contact centers virtually. All these solutions together, along
with the expertise and guidance of Stratus10, make remote working, simple, secure, and scalable.

Remote Work Solutions

AWS Partner Promotion
Stratus10 is an Amazon Web Services (AWS) Advanced Consulting partner helping
companies migrate their infrastructure and applications to the cloud and helping them
implement best practices. Stratus10’s migration services go beyond migrating servers
or VMs to AWS and includes a comprehensive migration plan that will provide you with
a clear picture of the cost of ownership, migration process, and a post-migration
modernization and automation strategy. With hundreds of migrations under their belt,
Stratus10 has developed streamlined processes and automation to provide a robust
and secure migration experience for their clients.
In addition, Stratus10's staff and engineers go through ongoing weekly training in
order to keep up with and learn about the latest features and technologies AWS has to
offer.

Stratus10 offers free
Pre-Migration Cost
Assessment

Free Stratus10 Cost
Reduction Program
Up to 40% off your
monthly AWS bill

Stratus10/AWS: Resources & Links
eBooks

AWS Read “A Guide to Building Organizational Resilience”
This eBook highlights the necessary building blocks for moving work loads to the cloud when remote access becomes
necessary. Lessons learned from COVID-19 | Remote workforce enablement

Stratus10 Read "Guide To AWS Cost Optimization"
Learn tips in minimizing AWS costs and plan your savings

Stratus10 Read "Accelerating Your AWS Migration With Stratus10 Now To Uncover"
Learn how to build your baseline environment and develop cloud skills...etc.
AWS Remote Work Resources

AWS General Resources

Stratus10 Read "Data Center Migration"

Prime Time International's hardware and Operating Systems had reached end-of-life status...read more.

Stratus10 Read "Data Center Migration and Build Automation"

Advent Resources wanted to migrate their existing data center/hardware/VM hosted infrastructure to AWS...read more.
Stratus10 Read "Large Dataset & Windows Migration"
Stratus10 designing a secure and reliable solution on AWS for BMT Scientific Marine. The solution included...read more
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